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Abstract  

 
Title:  Talent Management  
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Background:   Today business is pressured to provide result and profit, but at the same time 
provide health and stimulate work environment for the employees. Human 
resource is rising to be the organizations new winner to get a competitive 
advantage. In order to be successful and continue to grow, companies need to 
attract and maintain their talent.  

Research question:          Which tensions between organizational performance and employee engagement 
can arise when using talent management?  

 
Purpose:   The purpose of this thesis is to develop an understanding of which tensions    

between organizational performance and employee engagement that can arise 
when using talent management. By focusing on employee engagement and 
organizational performance, I put the emphasis on the approaches used when 
using talent management and therefore I also developing what characterizes the 
used approach.  

 
Method:   A qualitative research approach was applied, which included a case study design 

consisting of multiple cases. Unstructured interviews and observations were the 
methods used for collecting the empirical data. The seven respondents were 
selected from two Swedish companies, based on a theoretical sampling method. 
The data analysis method included a cross-case analysis.  

Theoretical framework:   Based on the purpose, the concepts that I find most relevant and coherent with 
Talent Management, Employee engagement and Organizational performance will 
be introduced and explained in the following sections. At first, Talent 
Management is defined and explained and then the employee engagement and 
organizational performance come as following. The theories will provide the 
basis for a detailed investigation and analysis over Talent Management.  

Findings:  Swedish companies uses a collective approach to talent management. What 
characterizes the work with talent management in a collective culture are 
inclusion, democracy, soft culture and communication. They are using democratic 
and human ways of treating their employees. This causes the tension to be low in 
overall because usually the desires are met on both sides. Signs of separation in 
developments plans between different professionals can start a tension. The 
communication is important when using talent management to get a stable work 
environment.  
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1 Introduction  

This section will acquaint the reader with why Talent Management was picked as a point for 
this thesis. Firstly, the foundation is disclosed to why this subject is applicable and intriguing 
for examination. Furthermore, the area of examination is contracted down to the issue and 
lastly to the particular purpose for the thesis. 

1.1 Background  
Today business is pressured to provide result and profit, but at the same time provide health 
and stimulate work environment for the employees. Pressure on employees and managers are 
increasing to meet the goals (Farley, 2005). Gardner (2002) talks about that the business climate 
also has changed. Today capital and fixed assets are not the most important resources for the 
firms in order to stay ahead of the competition. The” new thing” is human resource. These 
assets are rising to be the organizations new winner to be able to have a competitive advantage. 
In order to be successful and continue to grow, companies need to attract and maintain their 
talents. Business leaders are influenced from shareholders to give results and profits, and from 
employees and laborers' unions to give a stimulating workplace. Everybody in a company ought 
to have the capacity to change and to take into account enterprise, advancement and 
development (Nicholls-Nixon, 2005). This prompts increasingly of the organizations upper 
hand depends on intangible resources, for example, information (Lawler, 2005). Everything has 
tradeoffs that must be deliberately settled on and the outcome is either achievement or 
disappointment.  
 
Successful businesses however faces a rising problem of how to make the best out of their 
resources, especially their employees. Human resources are seen as the best post to make a 
difference in this area. Human resource or human resource management (HRM) is simply how 
you manage the human resources inside the organizations. As Cheatle (2001) says that it´s more 
complex and changing than other resources. The concept that has been given the most attention 
recently is talent management (Sandler 2005). Talent management can be a creative way and a 
framework to be able to handle and develop your employees to get the competitive advantages 
you want.  

 
Talent management is a term in Human resource management that is more towards management 
of talented employees (Lewis & Heckman, 2006). Talents that talent management is indicating 
on is the top performing employees and managers in the organization (Hansen, 2007). They are 
the top doers and the ones motivating others to perform. Talents are the main capacities of the 
organization and embody only a tiny part of the organization (Berger & Berger, 2004). By 
developing talents, a business will beat the competition with higher overall organization 
performance (Branham, 2000: Collings & Mellahi 2009: Evans, 2004). Human Resources 
Management (2012) survey shows that talent management can allow better outcome in 
employee engagement. There is research showing that employee engagement can result in 
better employees’ productivity and performance (Collings & Mellahi, 2009: Gibbons, 2006). 
Caplan (2013) argues that employee engagement therefore can enhance team work environment 
and lower the level of employees’ turnovers. Singh (2012) found in his study that engaged 
employees are ready to give more effort and take further action in order to improve the 
performance of the organization.  

1.2 Problem discussion 
Previous research is showing that talent management can increase the organizational 
performance and also raise employee engagement which also can raise the performance of the 
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organization. The research has looked mostly at the effect on organizational performance and 
employee engagement separately. Numerous readings have been conducted individually for 
each theory, targeting to study their effect on competitive advantages (Amit & Shoemaker 
1993; Barney, 1991; Collings & Mellahi, 2009; Lepak & Snell 1999; Saks & Gruman, 2014; 
Wernerfelt, 1984).  
If we put them together and see how they respond towards each other when using talent 
management research is showing another side. Marchington (2015) discuss that talent 
management is something to get individuals, also called the A-graders. These people are 
expected to make the big difference to organizational performance and goals. Boxall & Purcell 
(2011) are talking about that favoring some people can create a problem in the organization. 
They talk about that it can lower the employee engagement, when development of teams and 
networks because of the favoring of so called “elite groups”. Harris & Foster (2010) discuss 
that this can cause tension between the strategy of talent management and the embedded 
grounds of the company in form of diversity and fairness which effects the employee 
engagement. This tension can be described as Berlew (1964) state that between every individual 
and organization, for which lie works, is a psychological contract defined by the expectations 
of the individual and of the organization. This relationship between the individual and the 
organization can be viewed as an on-going series of contract which tempt to maintain a balance 
between the company's expectations of the individual and the individual's fulfillment of those 
expectations, and

 

the individual's expectations of the company and the company's fulfillment 
of those expectations. When expectations are not met there is an instability which under certain 
conditions can be viewed as a source of tension. 
 
When using talent management companies want to get these so called “talents” to fill the key 
positions. There is also a danger in doing this, because the selection and recruitment cannot 
always detriment the individuals’ potential in the talent pool. Sometimes the right people may 
be overlooked in the organization. This can cause the non-talent to feel overlooked and their 
engagement can be lower (Caplan 2013). This thesis will focus on the subject of talent 
management and look into which tensions that can arise between employee engagement and 
organizational performance when using Talent management. This is important to study because 
there is a trend that TM is a most to keep up the company’s performance and competitive 
advantages. Many research shows that TM can have a negative effect on employee engagement 
and therefore drop performance.  

1.3 Research Questions  
Which tensions between organizational performance and employee engagement can arise when 
using talent management?  

1.4 Aim & objectives  

The purpose of this thesis is to develop an understanding of which tensions between 
organizational performance and employee engagement that can arise when using talent 
management. By focusing on employee engagement and organizational performance, I put the 
emphasis on the approaches used when using talent management and therefore am I also 
developing what characterizes the used approach. 
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2 Theory  

Based on the purpose, the concepts that I find most relevant and coherent with talent 
management, employee engagement and organizational performance will be introduced and 
explained in the following section. At first, talent management is defined and explained and 
then the employee engagement and organizational performance come as following. The 
theories will provide the basis for a detailed investigation and analysis over talent management.  

2.1 Talent management  

Talent management is an important aspect of the broader human resource management (HRM) 
initiatives. HRM has been around for a long time and the definition of it is: “How to manage 
the human resources in the organizations”. There is a difference from other resources like 
money and devices that (Cheatle, 2001) explain that human resource is further complicated and 
it has developed much during the last decades. From the beginning HRM was most 
acknowledge as a matter of just paying salaries and overall cost of employees’ (Michael, 2006). 
The tests and results was only from employees’ turnover and some other equally tests (Philips, 
2005). Nowadays, numerous organizations work with talent management and that is closely 
related too what HRM seeks to achieve. It is a phenomenon that has appeared in relation with 
our progress of a knowledge organization and a term that was created in the late 90´s (Michaels 
2001). The approach is also related with the technical front that grew in the early 2000´s. That 
has now brought us into what is now called a knowledge society where individuals are the 
greatest asset of a company (Cheese, 2008).  
Talent management will be included in the different orientations of the traditional HRM 
function. Secondly, the strategy is to attract the right skills for the organization to achieve 
success but also to develop and motivate the staff who are already internally. Davis & Cutt 
(2007) describe talent management concept as divided into two parts. "Talent" includes that 
talent occurs throughout the organization. It is not restricted to a specific function or level, while 
"management" should aim to achieve results through proper control and management of 
competencies in the organization (Davis & Cutt 2007). Becchler & Woodward (2009) describes 
that talent is an overall sum up of a person that got a high value in form of skills, knowledge 
and so on. Elegy (2010) talks about that talent is a person with a considerable intellectual ability 
and has a natural performance ability despite the context the talent is in.  
Michaels (2001) defines talent as so called A-players. They are a small part of the company, 
but they are the best employers of the organization. The description from Turner (2006) is talent 
can be considered as a complex way of measuring employees’ abilities, experience, and 
potential. Employees’ values and work preferences are also of a major importance. The problem 
here is that everyone could be considered as high potential at different points in any time in the 
organizations. In some organizations and individual you may need to reach a certain level in 
the hierarchy in order to be considered high potential. It is up to every organization to decide 
for themselves how and who to label as high potential. Some of these common interpretations 
include that talent management is a new term for human resources management practices; it is 
similar to succession planning. Succession planning increases the availability of experienced 
and capable employees that are prepared to assume these roles as they become available and it 
is more directed towards the management of talented employees (Lewis & Heckman, 2006).  

2.1.1 Identification of Talent  
One of the hardest things when using talent management is to know “which employees are 
talented”? Defining what is talent can also be a risk means Leijon (Daily news 2008) when the 
organization may otherwise lose the expertise that gets overlooked. It can lead to employees 
being unmotivated or feel invisible. Even Coulson-Thomas (2012) agrees that there could be 
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problems related to the categorization and ranking of the employees. Leijon (Daily News 2008) 
believes that talent will sooner or later leave the company when they constantly are looking for 
new challenges. The talent itself can also get cocky and become distanced from their work and 
feel unmotivated unless the data are sufficiently varied and challenging (Jonkman 2012). Those 
who instead perform at a "normal" level is the fixed point in a company and is usually a faithful 
and loyal crowd. Davis & Cutt (2007) points out that there is a risk of talent identification since 
it can give negative signals to the other employees that their performance is not good enough. 
It can also lead to lower morale, lower commitment and reduced motivation. Cheese (2008) 
argue that they are performing "normal" really should be the organizations primary focus as 
talent often leaves the corporation for a new challenge, when talent is such a small percentage 
of the organizations human capital and therefore not strategic to focus solely on them. Berzin 
(2008) argues that it is a short-sighted way of working with talent when talent in enough time 
leave the organization.  
 
Berger & Berger (2004) describes that many companies categorize their employees through 
various performance management tool where the categorization is based on performance and 
potential, something that could be considered hard and angular. Jonkman (2012) believes that 
peoples performance and values should be measured in qualitative discussions between 
manager and employee, not by analyzing data system where employees are ranked and assigned 
a value/points. A survey by Novation Group, with over 200 participating HR people from 
several large companies shows that the systematic ranking results in lower productivity, 
injustice and skepticism, decreased commitment among employees, lower cooperation and 
create distrust of leadership (Beechler & Woodward 2009). 
 
Business must work actively with proclaimed talents by managing and leading them to achieve 
their full potential and make them stay within the organization (Thorne & Pellant, 2007). The 
reasoning is also supported by Jonkman (2012) who argue that the organization needs to work 
with questions about how the organization can have a talent to feel motivated, feel appreciated 
while adding a great value for the business. One obstacle for the nomination of talent may be 
that they are hindered in their development as managers are keeping them on the existing 
services and facilities as they provide great added value. The managers’ efforts to find an 
equally skilled worker is more difficult when talents leave. When they do that, they often leave 
a large skills gap behind to fill. The danger with this is that the individual can become unhappy 
because of the loss of development opportunities so much that it chooses to terminate their 
employment and the company loses a valuable talent says Svante Leijon, a researcher at the 
Gothenburg School of Economics (Daily News, 2008). 

2.1.2 Approaches on Talent Management 
There are two different approaches in how to work with talent management. The first one is the 
more including definition where all employees of the organization are being consider as talented 
people and all of them are involved in the process of the strategy. The other one is where the 
object of the talent strategy will be only the “A graders” of the organization.  
 
The Collective approach is characterized by TM and it is intended for all where there is a more 
democratic and softly approach (Nilsson & Ellstrom 2012). It also supports Jonkman (2012) 
when he says that in soft humanist organization it is important that all employees feel included 
and valued. This more includes an approach to the management of their employees is an 
interpretation of how talent works in the UK and the US to fit in the Swedish culture (Byrkjeflot 
2003). Here we appreciate that everyone should have the same conditions and that it should be 
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fair. Byrkjeflot (2003) argues that the Scandinavian approach which means that it´s fits the 
Scandinavian countries culture behavior to talent management is not as square as in the other 
countries.  
In the work with TM it has become important to identify employees’ development and see their 
potential to match it with the need of the organization. Ellstrom (1992) also believes that the 
development of skills in the existing workforce is a strategic investment in the employees that 
also supports the organizational goals. To identify the existing potential of the organization will 
also be an important aspect of motivation of employees (Banfield & Kay 2008). By developing 
all individuals and ensure their potential highlights the individual organization. When the 
individual feels recognized and valued for their inserted this generates greater commitment and 
performance (Ellstrom 1992). It is also aimed at the individual should feel that they can 
influence and affect their development within the organization (Jonkman 2012). In this sense, 
the collective perspective is also an effective way to attract new expertise from the outside. 
When an organization can offer stimulating and broad career opportunities, people want to be 
associated with it (Jonkman 2012). This form of talent management, for the organization, works 
as an investment in the skills available, thereby ensuring that the collective is at the desired 
level of knowledge (Woollard 2010). It also means that the organization has a clear view of the 
expertise available internally and they are prepared to meet any changes. They become a 
strategic action from the organizations' perspective, while it favors the motivation and 
performance of the individual. The second view of how talent management can be interpreted 
to meet the organization with the sharpest expertise on the market is in order to achieve 
organizational goals and constantly stay ahead of their competitors. The right skills can be seen 
as the biggest force if a company is successful or not (Michaels 2001). Berzin (2008) argues 
that talent management is a way to streamline the employee's performance against its 
objectives.  Elegbe (2010) advocates that talent management is more of a talent oriented 
process, a strategic way to attract, develop and retain the talent that is critical for business 
success. By identifying talent and investing resources in these, the organization will have 
specialized skills that drive success. Elegbe (2010) is also supported by Cheese (2008) who 
argues that talent management aims to attract individuals who continually perform beyond 
expectations, and therefore contributes to the organization achieve its business objectives in an 
effective way.  

2.1.3 Strategic Process  

Due to the weight of human resource in moving out business strategy, a reasonable part of HR 
is to be a part of the improvement and accomplishment of the strategic process. The HR division 
should be a well-known as a strategic companion to the company and not just a supplier of 
administrative services that now, for the most part, can be either altered by technologies or 
outsourced (Losey, Meisinger & Ulrich, 2005; Lawler & Mohrman, 2003). Donkin (2007) 
claims that the tactic is about what the company is working to do and how it is working to do 
it, and it is the second part that is the one the human resource division need to concentration on. 
The HR’s role is to guarantee that the company has appropriate competences to successfully 
apply the tactic (Donkin, 2007). This demands the company to be organized differently than 
needed for the HR as a managerial role (Lawler, 2005).  
Lawler (2005) states that one can reason that HRM within a company as a business in itself 
with three diverse product lines where the clients are the various divisions within the company. 
The first product is the conventional managerial HR utility to hiring and pay salary.  Next, the 
HR is as a business companion operating close to the processes helping to improve effective 
HR systems and supporting to apply business strategies and talent management. A method to 
do this is to create a specialist, a senior HR manager in important business elements. He or she 
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representing as agents between business elements and the HR division, assisting to apply talent 
management and providing HR recommendations directly regarding change management or 
everyday business. This is a complicated role with dual reporting responsibilities and that 
commands a lot of assets and a deep understanding of the industry. The final product line is the 
strategic companion that should supply to strategy based on HR thoughts such as organizational 
competences and willingness (Lawler, 2005). HR can probably provide by making clear that 
the human resources need to acquire the competences needed in direction to bring out tactics 
or other plans (Lawler & Mohrman, 2003).  Lawler (2005) claims that it is within this function 
that human resources can be established to be a tactical differentiator. HRM should individual 
its reporting associations between the managerial transactional role and a tactical unit affecting 
the tactic making and improvement (Lawler, 2005). The improved choices about human 
resources are called talentship (Boudreau & Ramstad 2005).  

2.1.4 Talentship  
Divisions for example sales and finance get their result within marketing and economics. What 
you can say is that these two divisions are the tactical utility that are calculating the more 
transactional transactions. This supports them to develop better tactical partners to a company 
and improve the tactical choices made within these divisions (Boudreau & Ramstad 2005). 
Similar things should be completed within HRM in order for it to be a tactical companion as 
well (Lawler, 2005).  
One of the first authors about Talentship, Boudreau and Ramstad (2005), argue that there are 
many related choices about other parts of a business. The choices about the talent that is 
accessible to managers lacks quality at current stat, but will be improved by added progress of 
talentship. Talentship is an agenda to force companies’ higher management to ask the spot-on 
questions about HR. It controls the effect, value and productivity and aims to link HR, talent 
and tactical achievement offering managers with more regularity and an everyday language to 
talk about talent choices within a company. This is important because without this frames the 
amount of data and decisions to make could easily spark issues (Boudreau & Ramstad 2005).  
Where impact mirrors the hardest inquiries as it posts request concerning how the distinctions 
in quality and accessibility of various talent pools tie into methodology, which can be contrasted 
with business sector division on the off chance that we proceed with the correlation with 
advertising. Adequacy is the grapple point which, in a streamlined setting, poses the question 
if deals increment when a specific individual gets preparing or impetuses. Finally, productivity 
controls for the asset based data that should be conveyed too light, for example, the time used 
to fill a position or what expenses were caused per procure. Nonetheless, this system does not 
require certain activities, nor does it portray a particular circumstance. The point with 
incorporating HRM and tactics is to enhance performance and as Lawler (2005) said; to make 
human resource to be a vital differentiator.  

2.1.5 Talent Reviews 
During the time spent recognizing talent, the companies use a system they call talent reviews. 
It implies that an organization structurally assessing the talent inside the company and the 
improvement needs of these employees (Wikstrom & Martin, 2012). In this work, it’s essential 
that an organization has characterized being a talent in that specific organization (Jonkman, 
2012). At talent reviews managers thinks about the employees’ performance and evaluates their 
future potential for improvement inside the organization. It is critical to concentrate on the 
future and not the past, to see a pattern among the talents (Garavan, 2011).  Berger and Berger 
(2011) includes that talent reviews are a piece of the work that a company makes to enhance 
and get up to speed with the organization's talents. Wikstrom and Martin (2012) likewise trust 
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that organizations through standard stock of talents gets a diagram of the abilities and 
capabilities needs of the organization. Talent reviews is the initial phase in wanting to meet 
future aptitude needs which is additionally referred to as succession planning. 

2.1.6 Succession Planning 
An imperative part incorporated into the talent management procedure is to anticipate future 
abilities needed to guarantee that the right aptitudes are in the perfect spot for now additionally 
later on. Succession planning, which includes getting ready for the organization's future abilities 
needs, has advanced to likewise incorporate workers' interests and desires. It has turned out to 
be progressively normal to talk about succession planning. While Berger and Berger (2011) 
portrays this improvement and clarifies that succession planning is the procedure of developing 
talents that already exist in the company for future arrangement (Berger & Berger, 2011). 
Succession management is the day by day procedure of developing future talent through 
drilling, coaching, criticism, advising and advancement (Berger & Berger, 2011).  
 
As indicated by Berger and Berger (2011) and Groves (2007), organizations with an intricate 
technique for progression wanting to guarantee the companies talent base and meet future talent 
needs. By additionally understanding the improvement of succession management and work 
with this plan, workers’ desires should be met. Ahltorp (2003), Wikstrom and Martin (2012) 
additionally includes that the likelihood of advancement in the organization is a critical element 
in employees’ choices to keep on working in a work environment. This expands the demands 
on managers to support and give staff improvement opportunities (Wikstrom & Martin, 2012). 
Further difficulties for managers is to meet the new era that are now entering the work market 
with the new increased requirements. This era needs to experiment with various sorts of work. 
Organizations needs to have the capacity to offer appealing profession developments. It is 
additionally critical to clear up the aptitudes needs and workers’ aspirations to make the most 
ideal match.  
 
Succession planning is something that is neglected by numerous organizations, as indicated by 
Grubs (2004), and this turns into an expanding concern considering the takeoff of the gen X-
era. Succession management can be implemented considering numerous objectives, and it’s 
essential for a company to distinguish these. Not just in light of the fact that the inside 
improvement of individuals or the potential successor to the CEO have diverse requirements. 
Additionally, in light of the fact that the intended interest group for the project should be solved, 
segment based projects target key positions fundamental for the business accomplishment. 
Individual-construct programs center in light of particular workers that have incredible potential 
for future top management while pool-based projects are made to encourage the move of any 
number of individuals that could fill a few positions inside the organization. The following 
stride turns into the foundation of initiative capabilities or qualities that are thought to be a piece 
of attractive applicants' profiles. This is basic so that the long term practices can be constructed 
and upheld by the HR division (Grubs 2004).  
 
It is more expensive to lose workers and contract new ones then to try the efforts to keep them 
(Branham, 2000). In this way it is progressively imperative for companies to utilize succession 
planning. To know who will assume the position of somebody that leaves or gets an interior 
advancement, lies in the succession planning. It is essential that it takes in to consideration of 
other things than on account of retirements. This is of course hard to do, because the subject of 
who leaves is often hard to predict as Cunningham (2007) takes a note of. This calls the 
company to be proactive and have a pool of individuals that can be advanced into managers’ 
posts. Disadvantages of this is the likelihood that it is the arranged successor that leaves first. 
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Another threat with succession planning is that the supervisor has called attention to successors 
of his own picture therefore segregates applicants may be more adept for the employment 
(Cunningham, 2007).  

2.1.7 Career Management  

The direct inverse of successor advancement is career direction and Cunningham (2007) says 
that the individual's profession decisions and improvement is in the center rather than what 
position has to be filled. Today's fast changing environment makes the company pecking order 
more diffuse and career moves are not always in a vertical course. Future advancement 
opportunities can be more essential than a vertical advancement. Herman (2005) agrees and 
expresses that progression is not synonymous with advancements in the normal term of the 
word. Scarcity in that department is exhibited in his examination as a fundamental explanation 
behind workers’ turnovers. This additional complicated nature settles on vocation decisions 
more troublesome and direction is valued by numerous, furnishing more youthful workers with 
a range of ways for the future, at the same time improving communication.  

 
The advancement of workers has experienced an outlook change where it has now turned into 
an essential part of the company. It is no more something that simply happens or executed 
exclusively using institutional preparing. Scientists now distinguish improvement as difficult 
encounters, drilling and training and in addition profession administration and workforce 
organizing. It is in this manner an essential piece of talent management.  

2.2 Talent management and competitive advantages 
In an atmosphere where the individual is the most appealing for managers to put resources into, 
this also put weight and request on the managers. Having the capacity to connect with the right 
aptitudes is a stage, yet then to have the capacity to offer workers proficient advancement is 
similarly vital to safeguard them inside the company. Managers trust that if you work hard with 
the procedures, the impacts are certain (Davis & Cutt 2007). In another case, they likewise trust 
that the company that doesn’t work with talent management in an energetic and knowing way 
having issues. The accomplishment is expensive but there is minimal factual what the 
advantages are in capital related statistic. Talent management procedures thought to be 
customized to address both the companies and employee’s issues. This is taken in to account 
because it gives the employees a feeling that the company puts resources into them, which 
normally prompts higher inspiration and more motivation. Duty is regularly synonymous with 
profitability and faithfulness. These are vital components among the employees that reinforce 
the company (Jonkman 2012). Cheese (2008) corresponds and says that organizations today 
have a test to distinguish employee’s needs. At that point they regularly look for a satisfaction 
and rousing work where individual objectives to be met all together that they ought not search 
further for a superior employment.  

 
Adams (2007) additionally brings up the significance of the mental contract. It must be fulfilled 
that the individual needs to put resources into the company. The mental contract is characterized 
as the unwritten desires that exist amongst managers and employees. Adams (2007) contends 
that there is a more serious danger that the individual leaves the company if those desires are 
not recognized. Organizations should in this way strive to recognize workers' potential and to 
comprehend their requirements and desires (Michaels 2001).  

2.2.1 Employee engagement  
Employee engagement is something that is critical inside talent positions. The theory of 
employee engagement, work engagement and job engagement are words which are conversely 
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in the writing. It has been attractive studies subjects in management writing in the previous ten 
years (Saks & Truman, 2014). One explanation behind the significance of employee 
engagement is that it claims to be consider the fundamental purpose behind getting a 
competitive positioning (Saks & Truman 2014). Towers Perrin (2006) says that various studies 
have indicated how engagement prompts achievements. Likewise, a leading organization has 
encouraged the organizations which have a high-ranking in the employee engagement what 
scene to have a superior benefit and operation margins a correlation with different 
organizations.  

 
Caplan (2013) argues that employee engagement can bring about better employee efficiency 
and performance. It can minimize restraint and lower level of the employee turnover without 
additional extra cost. The meaning of employee engagement and the meaning can difference, 
whether it’s taken from psychosocial conditions by Khan (1990) or by employment burnout 
hypothesis by Maslach (2001). One of the main discusses was from Khan (1990) who`s defines 
employee engagement as: 

  
“the harnessing of organization members' selves to their work roles; in engagement, people 
employ and express themselves physically, cognitively, and emotionally during role 
performances” Kahn (1990:694). 

 
The second meaning of employee engagement is utilizing. It’s presented by Maslach and Leiter 
(2008) and this is taking into account a hypothesis called burnout theory (Maslach 2001). This 
hypothesis sees representative engagement as "an enthusiastic condition of association with 
specifically satisfying exercises that improve one's feeling of expert viability" (Maslach & 
Leiter, 2008). These two definitions are considering to be the primary meanings of employee 
engagement in research. Different creators like Saks & Gruman (2014), addresses that both 
these offer the bases of being an inspiration state however contrasting in different perspectives. 
Khan (1990) has the thought of individual agency, which you can say include the putting 
complete self in the part and people choose the amount of the genuine themselves. They will 
put in the performance of a part (Saks & Gruman, 2014). 

2.2.2 Organizational performance  
One method for measuring the organizational performance when utilizing TM is through 
performance management. Performance management reveals insight into the level of employee 
performance in the company. These plans show how employee perform to a given target and 
can be recognize these top talents from the remaining workers (Radnor & Barnes 2007). 
Estimation of employee performance result in a rating which ought to then be the premise for 
new objectives. Besides, they trust that performance management is a key approach to deal with 
their employee performance and get the preferred behavior (Radnor & Barnes 2007). It is an 
estimation apparatus that companies are inclining toward when they need to make the 
evaluation of people's performance more objective (Radnor & Barnes 2007). To make the 
appraisal of who is an talent in connection to performance management will be the rating. 
Consequently, it is essential to have a reasonable picture of what an "talent" is inside the 
company.  

 
Armstrong and Baron (2005) recommends that performance management is not just an open 
door for the talent that made it unmistakable yet. It likewise assumes a critical part to show 
where employees are not performing. As a characteristic piece of performance management it 
points, as indicated by the analysts to roll out a positive improvement and raise the performance 
level of the company. Boxall and Purcell (2008) concur when they say that the performance 
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management raises the human resources of a company. For the procedure to be a viable device 
in distinguishing capabilities must it be in accordance with the necessities of the companies and 
its objectives. This additionally underpins Armstrong and Baron (2005), where the objective at 
the individual level must be done both from the companies and the worker's point of view until 
they both are fulfilled. At the point when future targets are set, the troughs ought to fill in as a 
backing for the representative and give instruments to empower him to achieve his objectives. 
It additionally serves as a chance to plainly convey the desires of the individual and what the 
individual expects of the company.  

 
The test in regards to estimations, as indicated by Boudreau & Ramstad (2005), is to adjust 
accuracy with value. Satisfying the guarantee of an exact, science-based methodology requires 
much work. While that may appear glaringly evident it’s unsettling that basic estimation 
standards are disregarded in talent management writing. It seems, by all accounts, to be basic 
to abstain from surveying the estimation properties of center HR rehearses. Boudreau and 
Ramstad (2005) also address the change administration handle ordinarily ignored in talks of 
investigation. Pretty much as a model or coherent structure is important for translating 
measures, a change administration procedure is important to actualize choices.  

2.2.3 Performance Measurement  
Performance estimation is the procedure of evaluating the productivity and adequacy of past 
activities however securing, grouping, sorting, investigation, understanding and scattering of 
fitting information (Busi & Bitici, 2006). Despite the fact that they are now and then hard to 
handle, they do mirror the potential achievement figures and difficulties that companies face 
today. These measures, or the fundamental human resource issues, can add to development, 
improvement and the maintainability of enterprises all over the place by permitting the 
organization better data about its employee which thus empowers it to settle on better choices. 
Further, Phillips (2005) additionally noticed that, although, some of these measures may appear 
to be old and obsolete, they do all speak to vital measures that can manage activities that make 
opportunities and take care of issues.  

2.2.4 Scorecards  
Performance estimation has been condemned for without the connection to procedure, in this 
manner turning out to be excessively centered around inner procedures (Busi & Bitici, 2006). 
The advancement of talent is remarked upon by Phillips & Phillips (2004), and they take note 
of that it gets to be and has turned into a key choice for companies considering the costs required 
in preparing and improvement. They contend for the thought that the talent that contribute the 
most likewise ought to have entry to bigger parts of the preparation spending plan. Further, they 
perceive the irrelevance of these sorts of explanations if organizations have no chance to get of 
surveying their representatives, and a scorecard methodology is recommended.  

 
Scorecards give both, the quantitative and subjective estimations of commitment, and give basic 
data (Phillips & Phillips, 2004). A scorecard can take numerous shapes and structures, yet they 
have gotten the consideration of administration in all cases, taking into account a fast correlation 
of key measures and the examination of the human resources status in the companies. In this 
way, this apparatus has turned into an essential method for forming the course of human 
resource ventures, improving performance or utilizing pre-emptive projects to keep up 
preferred quantities (Phillips, 2005).  
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2.2.5 Summary 
When I abridge I can see that there are some examination demonstrating that there is a potential 
that tension can emerge, in light of the fact that there are requests and administration not 
delivered from the parts required inside the organization. Whenever resources and separations 
are done individually inside, the organizations can feel left aside a vibe like they get no 
consideration. Indeed, even individuals that are consider great laborers get put aside since they 
are looked over. This can make a strain inside the organization amongst laborers and managers. 
This emphasis on performance and measurements can dismiss the scope from feeling for the 
worker and rather seeing the representatives as machine of result. Employee engagement can 
increment when utilizing TM the same works for organization performance. If the needs and 
requests are not meet from both ways, it can create sparks and strains can begin. It can then 
bring down the organizations performance.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Talent Management analysis model; Own Construction 
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3 Methodology  

In this chapter, I will give the analysis approach applied during this study. I will describe the 
choice and assortment of information used for my literature review, that has served as a basis 
for my theoretical framework. Further, I will describe the strategy for collection empirical data, 
in addition because the technique of choosing the sources necessary for my assortment of 
empirical data. I will additionally give an outline of my technique for data analysis, and finish 
the chapter by establishing the generalizations, ethical viewpoints, analysis and 
interpretations. 

3.1 A qualitative research approach  
 The subjects inside faculty of human resource management are especially multifaceted. One 
can concentrate on specific regions, for example laborer wellbeing, employees’ benefits or 
whatever other part of this intricate order. I have concentrated on talent management and its 
impact when utilizing it. The variables I have chosen to take are organizational performance 
and employee engagement. The purpose of this thesis, where I aim at identifying which tensions 
that can arise when using talent management within the organization. To do this a qualitative 
methodological approach have been implemented. Qualitative methodological is the best 
picked on the grounds that it is vital to get the qualities behind the procedures and procedures 
being used. Prior quantitative examination inside HRM has been seriously censured to not get 
a handle on all variables of such a multifaceted subject as HRM in this manner not creating 
solid results (Wall & Wood, 2005). A qualitative methodology has been decided for its capacity 
to give answers to how and why keeping in mind the end goal to acquire a more profound 
comprehension of talent management. This is to get in individual contact with the general 
population and listen to their subjective impression of their social context (Backman, 2008). 
Along these lines, I achieve a more profound contact with respondents to better comprehend 
the basic procedures to their recognitions, considerations and sentiments (Dalen, 2008). In view 
of the dialogs I have been creating sentences that depict the respondents' encounters and 
recognitions. This strategy gives me more space for openness and adaptability amid the genuine 
information accumulation, which I accept is appropriate for this study purposes (Kvale & 
Brinkman, 2010). Qualitative research is for the most part used to deepen and look at 
information that may not be displayed in numbers. It is the analyst's interpretation and 
understanding that aides the bases for the exhibited results (Holme & Solvang, 1997). The 
intention is not to create general "truths" for a bigger population, yet rather to comprehend the 
respondents thought processes and thinking (Silverman, 1993). Chime (2000), states that 
qualitative research may get understanding and information of a subject as opposed to 
producing general suppositions and determinations for a bigger population. Since the reason 
with this proposal is to examine TM I have led a qualitative research. My aim is not to translate 
and measure information for factual purposes, but instead to pick up a more profound 
comprehension of talent management as a phenomenon and comprehend the respondents' basic 
thought processes and thinking.  

3.2 Literature Study  
In this study, I have been utilizing scientific articles and books as a part of the request to make 
an extensive literature review, which has served as the premise for my theoretical framework. 
The primary source of my literature review are from scientific articles. The literature study has 
been directed by utilizing a wide range of sources and hypotheses. The books and articles that 
are being utilized as a part of this study has been gathered, for the most part, from the library 
of Halmstad University. Scientific articles have been gathered from databases, for example, 
Web of science, and Scopus. I have for the most part chosen books and articles with the 
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keywords "talent management", "performance management", "human resource management", 
"Employee engagement" and "organization performance".  

 
All sources for my literature study were chosen in view of their pertinence for the theoretical 
framework, additionally as a premise for my philosophy approach. Moreover, I meant to pick 
sources with high actuality, so as to incorporate later and upgraded research in regards to the 
theoretical framework. A literature study gives the analysts learning and data about the 
concentrated studied topic, which can be utilized as a bases for translating a specific subject of 
phenomenon (Bell, 2000). Marchan-Piekkari & Welch (2004) contend that, with a specific end 
goal to improve the legitimacy of the examination, is it extremely essential to discover learning 
and data from different sides when directing an exploring.  

3.3 Case Study  
In this thesis I have used a case study approach. Because inside qualitative research and the 
social science there are a few methods for leading the genuine examination; experiments, 
surveys and case studies to give some examples. While picking what study to lead one needs to 
consider the diverse states of the exploration inquiries to be replied, the control required for 
behavioral occasions (Yin, 1994).  Case studies exhibited by Yin (1994), has to manage the 
control over behavioral occasions. At the point when there is a need to control for behavioral 
occasions or on the off chance that it’s conceivable to reproduce the occasions a test technique 
ought to be utilized. If not, one needs to arrange the kind of study to be utilized further. If the 
emphasis lies on historical or contemporary occasions for instance; a contemporary occasion is 
best concentrated on by a case study while the historic occasion instinctively inclines towards 
a historical study.  

Qualitative research can, as indicated by Yin (1994), be partitioned into two gatherings. The 
main gathering has questions that ask; who, what and how much. For instance, these can be 
utilized to make inquiries, for example, who will be advanced if X takes off? Then again; how 
many were fulfilled by the preparation program? These sorts of inquiries lend themselves to the 
study and historical investigation concentrates on. The following gathering expands on 
inquiries of how and why, e.g. how does X choose which worker section that gets the biggest 
measure of preparing? or why does X fragment its employee in that specific design? These sorts 
of inquiries are used in investigation, history and contextual investigations (Yin, 1994). As the 
research questions aim to develop an understanding of which tensions between organizational 
performance and employee engagement that can arise when using talent management, this 
thesis falls within the second group.  

Extending from Yin's (1994) compositions on case studies Stake (1994) separates between three 
different sorts of case studies. To begin with, the intrinsic study which is embraced when a 
superior comprehension of the case is the pursued result. Furthermore, an instrumental case 
where the case itself assumes a steady part to the primary intrigue and gives learning to fortify 
the exploration. At long last, the remainder of Stake's (1994) case study are an aggregate 
methodology where the article is to comprehend a phenomenon by utilizing a plenty of free 
instrumental case studies to acquire understanding into the examined range. The last has been 
utilized for this proposal since it’s not particular organizations that are examined but rather a 
phenome of talent management.  
 
The cases in this study are; which tensions between organizational performance and employee 
engagement that can arise when using talent management. Characterizing the genuine case, or 
cases, is a standout amongst the most essential assignments when leading a case study as Yin 
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(1994). Multiple-case design has been used, which regularly gets to be tedious and costly, 
also turns out to be more vigorous then a single case plan. The choice to utilize a multiple 
case study was further supported by Yin (1994) who contends that the multiple case study 
analysis approach minimizes the danger of unwarranted understandings that could have 
originated from only one single contextual analysis. Another favorable position of the 
multiple case study analysis is that, after the inside case study analysis examination and after 
every case, a cross-case analysis can be performed and the goal is to track patterns amongst 
the cases (Eisenhardt, 1989).  
 
While selecting the cases, it is as indicated by Yin (1994) basic that this is done by rationale. 
He goes ahead to depict two distinct ways to help in the choice. The strict replication 
methodology is portrayed as a few cases that one predicts will admission comparable results. 
Besides, a hypothetical replication approach comprises of numerous cases with anticipated 
distinctive results logical by utilizing literature. The last have been utilized for this thesis. There 
are certain challenges with the case study method, one of which is the comprehensive amount 
of empirical data which is to be analyzed. This might easily lead to complex and narrow results 
that cannot be generalized and lack overall perspective (Eisenhardt, 1989). My awareness of 
this issue decreased the possibility of this bias by being present and only keeping my research 
focus in mind during my analysis process.  

3.4 Selection 
In the selection of companies, I was interested in conducting my study on a large multinational 
companies and therefore had it as a requirement when I was looking for a companies for the 
study. The reason I felt for large companies was because they work with it on a bigger scale 
with more employees and therefore the research can get better answers. The reason for that was 
because I reasoned that a large company would probably has more elaborate strategies for talent 
management which could give us a better result than a smaller company. With this in mind, I 
chose to make contact with two of the largest companies in Sweden. The company’s’ is active 
in many parts of the world and has approximately over 100 000 employees worldwide. With 
this information, I felt that the company had a relevant size and therefore I thought it would be 
interesting to examine how this company works with talent management. When I made contact 
with managers of the two companies by email was I also able to confirm that talent management 
was relevant to them and that they gladly put up in my study. 

 
Next step was to get the participants to my study. To obtain a sample, I had a dialogue with my 
contact at the company and expressed my commitment that there would be a variation among 
my participants in terms of position. I would then be able to answer my research questions in a 
credible way. I therefore proposed that I should interview both my contacts to get information 
about the company's strategies and work with talent management. Furthermore, I wanted to 
interview managers and workers. The managers I wanted to interview were from a managerial 
and employee perspective, both to learn how they work with talent management, and to get an 
idea of how they feel about their work. My focus with my interview with the workers was too 
get an idea of their motivations and whether their motives are being met by the company. Seven 
respondents from two different companies were selected to participate in the survey. Three 
mangers in difference levels, two department workers and two representatives from the 
business's HR department participated in the study. The selection was based on respondents' 
roles that had a significant connection or use of the talent management processes. Among these 
informants were also a variation in terms of age and gender.  
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It is both a vital decision and a comfort test. A key decision implies that I as researcher 
effectively pick respondents and set up a gathering where there is a variety between the 
participants (Esaiasson 2012). In my case, this can be compared with that I conveyed the wishes 
of variety in terms of position, age and gender as I mentioned above. 

3.5 Interviews  
In leading this study, I have utilized unstructured and open-finished inquiries. My specific end 
goal was to take into account a more adaptable and element meeting method where the 
respondents are urged to express their own considerations, learnings and feelings on certain 
issues. This sort of inquiries has additionally opened up for stretched out conceivable outcomes 
to decipher and comprehend the respondents' genuine expectations, and to adjust the inquiries 
regarding the advancement of a specific meeting. Another vital rationale in utilizing open-
finished inquiries is the multifaceted nature of the creator subject and the affectability of the 
exploration issue from the point of view of the respondents. The questions have been trailed by 
arrangement of testing inquiries and cross checks to ensure that the respondents have superbly 
comprehended the inquiries and uncovered however much exact and important data as could 
reasonably be expected.  

 
The collection of empirical data has been conducted through individual interviews.  
In order to get good and clear answers as possible, I decided to talk to every respondent because 
of the topic of this thesis can be a sensitive subject to talk about. When you meet, you can get 
out more and you can ask supplementary questions and hear their reactions. An interview might 
be led in a few ways. As portrayed by Yin (1994) the origin of data, with regards to case studies, 
are the interviews. They are based on the idea that most cases take a look at human activities 
and the data surrounding these eventual difficult to pass on in a non-individual setting. 
Andersson (1985) describe two principle schools for giving an interview; the oral meeting and 
the composed meeting. Naturally the oral fits more of obvious adaptability, permitting the 
questionnaire to reformulate addresses or clarify addresses further in the event that this gets to 
be vital. There is additionally leverage to the oral interview in that an association can be set up 
between the two gatherings which permit the meeting to change from a monolog into an 
exchange where more data can become to and catch up questions can test more profound. Be 
that as it may, the written interview does not remain without its graces. This format is less 
expensive and all the more effectively disseminated in vast amounts, yet with this comes the 
dangers of respondents overlooking or choosing not to answer the interview giving a less then 
tasteful base of data. Silverman (1993) claims that qualitative research is best done by 
perceptions, content investigation, meetings and recording. He clarifies that these techniques 
are regularly consolidated, to get the best result. "Legitimacy" is regularly the issue in subjective 
techniques. The thought is to assemble a "legitimate" comprehension of individuals' encounters.  

 
As indicated by Silverman (1993) interviews with standardized questions are suitable when 
keeping in mind that the end goal is to expand the dependability of an examination. This sort 
of study is more into quantitative research and can be coded and summed up into a greater 
population. Be that as it may, unstructured interview, which is frequently portrayed by open-
finished questions is by and large more adaptable and dynamic, and the questioner has a 
tendency to have an exchange and/or an examination with the respondent. What's more, open-
finished questions permit the respondents to openly express their own insight and 
comprehension and considerations of a point of interest. Open-finished questions are also 
likewise to what Taylor & Bogdan (1998) refers to as "examining" which includes arrangement 
of subsequent questions where the respondent is requested that remark on points of interest and 
certain implications that they join to particular issues. Along these lines the questioner is 
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permitted to pick up a more profound comprehension as for the fundamental thinking and 
experience that the respondent holds. The examination may guarantee that the questions are 
impeccably understood and acquire clarity entangled issues and matters, which may upgrade 
the legitimacy of the study. A conceivable disservice with open-finished inquiries is that they 
tend to separate excessively, or irrelevant information and in this way may complicate the thesis 
work.  

 
Further, Taylor & Bogdan (1998) states that with a specific end goal to uncover concealed 
certainties, misrepresentations or denied data among the respondents, analysts may analyze 
diverse proclamations for consistency utilizing "cross checks". The researcher may for instance 
ask the same question a few times, by asking it in various courses and in that way contrast 
diverse adaptations of an answer with a question. At the point when leading interviews an 
interview aide might be suitable. The fundamental reason for the interview aide is as per Bogdan 
and Taylor (1998) not essentially to serve as an organized calendar, rather to serve as a rundown 
with regions and themes to cover amid the meeting. Along these lines it can remind the 
questioner to get some information about specific things, however the questioner chooses how, 
and when to state the diverse inquiries. In leading the interviews, I have utilized an interview 
guide (appendix 1). This aide has been utilized basically as an agenda to guarantee that every 
one of the points have been secured and that all important data has been gathered. In situations 
where a questionnaire or a zone of significance has not been raised, the creator has utilized the 
questionnaire for complementation.  

3.6 Implementation of the interviews 
In leading this study, I led seven oral meetings altogether with the two reached organizations. 
There is one interview less than originally planned but, due to circumstances, the interviewee 
had to be canceled. However, due to time constraints prevented me from visiting all the 
respondents. Therefore, respondents E, F and G where interviewed by phone and taped to avoid 
any harm of information. I used the interview guide seen in Appendix 1 and an unstructured 
guide were used. About one-two hours was used for each interviewee. Respondents A, B, C 
and D was interviewed up close and personal. Because of the high engagement of the 
considerable number of members and the consistency in the time the meetings took, did I feel 
no distinction in quality between face to face and phone interviews. In spite of the fact that, up 
close and personal meetings have been portrayed as more enlightening, I didn't encounter any 
critical distinction. Fontana and Frey (1994) talks about that the most usual method is up close 
and personal meetings where respondent and the questionnaire meet. This kind of meeting is 
additional time and asset expending; in any case it furnishes the specialists with the likelihood 
to translate non-verbal communication, and to better perceive if any of the question have been 
misconstrued. Further, keeping in mind the end goal to make the respondent arranged for the 
meeting. The questioner could send the poll ahead of time and compel the respondent to have 
the capacity to answer some more muddled inquiries. Be that as it may, when leading meetings, 
it is for the most part vital not to let the respondents to know precisely what you are 
contemplating or looking at. Taylor and Bogdan (1998) clarifies that it is here and there valuable 
to conceal the genuine reason inquiries to lessen reluctance and the perceived danger. It is 
additionally likely that the respondents turn out to be more avid to conceal botches and other 
blunder to improve things look then they truly are. Further, when directing a face to face 
meeting, it is imperative, to build up and talk with circumstance that the respondents feel great 
and loose in. A disinfected domain is not suitable for smooth discussions (Taylor & Bogdan, 
1998). The meeting ought to begin with "casual conversation" with the respondent to make 
him/her unwind and feel great. Such babble, which Krag (1993) alludes to as an "ice-breaker", 
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could for occasion include a short presentation concerning the point of the theory and how the 
questionnaire will be dealt with.  
 
The questions have been sent to the respondents ahead of time with a specific end goal to 
disentangle the meeting and make the respondent more arranged. Be that as it may, due to the 
affectability of the subject, the creator has been exceptionally careful not to uncovering the 
genuine expressed purposes and expectations. The questions that have been sent to the 
respondents have been exhibited in oversimplified and shallow way, and have not uncovered 
the careful subject of interest. The meetings have in all cases been led at the respondents' 
gathering rooms or workplaces keeping in mind the end goal to make the respondents feel great. 
The meetings have additionally begun with a little dialog and a presentation of the creator and 
the examination. The meetings have additionally brought off with open and general question, 
where the respondents have possessed the capacity to address their focuses and uncover 
however much data as could reasonably be expected before monitoring, or suspecting the 
careful purposes and aims of the study.  

 
All the meetings have been recorded with a voice recorder. This has furnished the creator with 
the likelihood to secure that no data gets lost. The creator know that a recorder now and again 
can be viewed as an irritating item for the respondent, and has in this manner in all cases 
requested authorization with the respondents. After the primary couple of meetings, some had 
asked for secrecy and accordingly it was chosen to cover all characters of firms and 
interviewees. I therefore left out the organization names and depictions, and people's names, 
and replaced them with letters.  

3.7 Generalization  
This study utilizes a qualitative approach, a measurable speculation is neither conceivable nor 
an target of the approach. This present study's motivation is fairly to add to existing research 
by presenting new information with respect to the particular setting and circumstance. The 
characteristics were identified among the empirical findings. These characteristics enables 
analytical generalization since they are applicable in other situations and contexts. This is in 
accordance with Yin (2009) that contextual investigations empower diagnostic speculation. The 
author has led a various contextual investigation through seven unstructured meetings. This was 
finished with the expect to contrast the outcomes with discover likenesses and examples 
amongst them and relate them to existing speculations. A multiple case study rather than a 
single case study improves the validity and reliability (Yin, 2009) 

 
Diverse tests are utilized to set up the nature of an empirical research, to be specific; internal 
and external validity, and internal and external reliability (Yin, 2009). Validity is particularly 
testing in case studies inquire since it is expressed that subjective judgments are utilized to 
gather the information (Yin, 2009), yet since I have interpreted the interviews with the literature 
review in mind. I have diminished the danger of subjective judgments. Validity is characterized 
as the capacity to quantify what should be measured (Eriksson and Weidersheim-Paul, 2011; 
Saunders 2016), which I have attempted to consider with a specific end goal to increase the 
validity. 
 
As indicated by Yin (2009) the author does not have to consider every conceivable variable that 
may influence the outcome, but instead basically concentrate on the real components included. 
In the wake of get together the empirical data I sorted the information in view of the hypothesis 
and highlighted the information that contributed the most to the study to build the internal 
validity in the analysis. I have likewise put a great deal of emphasis on deciphering and breaking 
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down the empirical data, to ensure that I didn't hurried into conclusions, since the internal 
validity regularly is a worry in the event that studies while clarifying "how" and "why" (Yin, 
2009). 
 
For this thesis, I have directed my interviews with a great deal of musings and utilized follow-
up inquiries to clear a few expressions, to build the external validity. External validity can be 
an aftereffect of gathering the empirical data wrong, which implies that it is essential to control 
the examining with in order to prevent this (Eriksson and Weidersheim-Paul, 2011). External 
validity is otherwise called an issue in research, which considers the issue of knowing whether 
the discoveries are generalizable or not (Saunders, 2016; Yin, 2009), and has turned into a major 
boundary while doing case studies (Yin, 2009). Since the study is done in a multinational 
organization, do I believe that the outcomes will be generalizable in other multinational 
organizations. 
 
To direct reliability by utilizing an extensive interview I guaranteed that similar inquiries were 
asked in each meeting, and will guarantee that similar inquiries are asked in a future possible 
replicated research. Reliability in the examination procedure implies that you ought to have the 
capacity to do a similar technique and still have the capacity to have similar discoveries and 
conclusions over again (Yin, 2009; Saunders, 2016).  

3.8 Ethical viewpoints  
I have focused and follow up on four moral rules: informed consent, information requirements, 
confidentiality and utilization requirements. Informed consent and information requirements, 
implies that study subjects are informed of the study's general reason, its structure and hazards 
and that participation is intentional. This is to give respondents a reasonable picture of what the 
study includes and that they may whenever pull back. I have also let them know this data before 
any exploration meeting to dodge mistaken assumptions (Kvale & Brinkman, 2010). Along 
these lines, I guaranteed that the sum total of what members have been informed and given their 
assent before the meetings began. 
      
Confidentiality was used, the study is an evaluative course to talent management forms, which 
implies that the respondents were requested that depict their encounters. I needed to create the 
individual's straightforward answers, which can prompt positive and in addition basic 
sentiments on the business forms. To talk fundamentally against their own company can be 
experienced touchy and extreme. Subsequently, I have as an analyst a vital assignment to secure 
the character of respondents. In this study, I have anonymized all chosen individuals by not 
uncovering their genuine name. Respondents have been allotted a letter that have display them 
in the outcomes. Since the exposition later have been distributed it is particularly vital to ensure 
the respondents, making it hard to track the reactions to the individual (Kvale and Brinkman, 
2010). Correspondingly, I have chosen to keep the companies unknown in this examination, 
along these lines disposing of the danger of harming business notoriety. It additionally implies 
that the companies’ genuine procedure name is not introduced in the outcomes segment. I have 
assigned letter names to the companies.  

 
The utilization requirement in the company has indicated awesome trust in me and has shared 
private data to give me a good basic information that I regard and have just use in this study. 
Delicate material as archives and meetings won't be utilized improperly.  
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3.9 Analysis and Interpretations  
By clarifying how the study has been done the author expanded the nature of the paper and 
made it conceivable and check the legitimacy quality of the examination. Shenton (2004) states 
that there is incredible imperviousness to acknowledge the reliability of subjective examination. 
Shenton (2004) is concentrating on four standards; credibility, where a specialist goes for 
showing the genuine wonder under investigation. Transferability, which embraces the part of 
giving a level of point of interest so as to enlighten for the peruse in which general situations 
the examination could be material. Reliability where the creator ought to endeavor towards 
making a replicable study. Last of all confirmability, where steps are taken to showcase the 
discoveries that rise up out of the observational data and not from the biases of the creator.  

 
Just upon the premise of this I would be able to make determinations and get importance from 
the interviews. This includes translating the refined crude transcripts after the channels of 
diminishment and showcase which has made it all the more sensible. In any case, the danger of 
a skewed examination because of the predispositions and wrongful translations of me in the 
interviewees are still high and must be appropriate check as is noted by Huberman & Miles 
(1994). At the point when interpreting gathered information, it is essential to deal with all main 
data, and in the meantime guarantee that no critical data is lost. This is especially significant 
when utilizing unstructured inquiries as a result of the substance of such information regularly 
includes a lot of excess and unnecessary data that may complicate this procedure. (Denzin & 
Lincoln, 1994)  
 
An essential stage in the understanding of the gathered information is as per Holme & Solvang 
(1997) to structure the material in a way that information from various sources which manages 
the same issues or concerns are situated together. Subsequently, along these lines the material 
that might be broke down can be made gotten too simpler and inquiries can be investigated 
from various perspectives. The purpose behind sorting out the information along these lines is 
to rearrange the understanding procedure and make it simpler to convey to the reader (Holme 
& Solvang, 1997).  
 
In sorting out the gathered information, Kvale (1995) present three noteworthy stages that 
should be considered. In the main stage the information is composed down and printed, with a 
specific end goal to be precisely analyzed. In the second stage all the relevant data is sorted out 
and repetitive and unnecessary data is cut off. In the last stage data from various sources are 
organized and set up together regarding as set of fundamental subjects or issues that have be 
dissected.  
While breaking down the gathered information, I have taken after a work structure like Kvale's 
proposal. In the principal stage every one of the information was composed down from the 
voice recorder in the precise words. In the second stage I remove all the unnecessary and excess 
information. I was in this stage extremely careful, not to cut off any relevant in-arrangement. 
In the last stage every bit of the information was sorted out regarding the diverse sources and 
comparative data were revolved around an arrangement of principle issues or themes. Keeping 
in mind the end goal to exhibit the exact discoveries as clear and reliable as could be expected 
under the circumstances. I constrained the extraction of material as for its significance and to 
the motivation behind the study.  
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4. Empirical findings 

In the following section two companies in Sweden are presented. I am going to describe the 
companies separately with the respondent from each company describing their experience 
and thought on the subject. Each case has been described in a narratives story way. The two 
Swedish firms are multinational firms that have over 100 000 employees.   

	

4.1 Company A 
 

4.1.1 Talent management  

Company A works with a collective approach. Then you can generally say that company A 
describe everyone as talents. One special definition that they use is key talent, it could be anyone 
in the company, someone with very specific skills or abilities needed just then or in the future, 
or it can be different people in different places. It is very comprehensive. They work to include 
all employees. They work very broad with all employees and put all employees on courses and 
developments plan. They work broad and have supporting staff on all levels to get the managers 
to make the right decisions on talents.  

 “Everyone is considered a talent at Company A because everyone has talent for something” 
(Rs A) . 

You work very broad at company A. This has to do with the company's principles of treating 
all employees with the same conditions. Laws and culture in Sweden makes talent management 
slightly different from the originally theory.  

 
“Swedish laws and culture has a big influence on TM work”(Rs B) 

 
They have to take it in consideration when they evolve new ways of implementing TM. 
Considering that TM is a consulting form of work introduced in American corporatization.  

 

4.1.2 Organizational performance  

As explained by company A. They work with something called talent review to keep control 
over the process of talents. Talent review is an annual process, an activity that is done to mainly 
look over leaders and evaluates how the leadership pool looks right now: Do the company has 
talents and skills that they need in the future? Is there a gap somewhere? This is done throughout 
the organization. This process is done by the managers themselves.  

 
“This process has company A been doing for a long time and it´s well established”(Rs A) 
 

This process has evolved over the years. The phases where the company A will take an 
additional steps and both focus more on results based on the evaluation company A do and to 
work more with the development of our talents. The challenges in this system is that it becomes 
very subjective. What company A is doing is that management teams sit together and then 
calibrate its talent pool on the editorial page and then get input from each other. It is important 
that there is a leadership team who own talent pool and not just an individual manager. Manager 
makes a subjective judgment as a manager. In company A there are large groups so miss a talent 
is something you have to work with all the time. They see that there are risks and there are 
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many individual leaders who watch too narrowly. 
 

The follow up on performance work is done by the managers. They have it with the employees 
where there are follow-ups of targets and so on. If you are not reaching your goals or don’t 
work collaboratively, we have to look it up. One of the things we are looking at is that you may 
be in the wrong role. Then we work with it in forms of follow-up calls, documentation, etc. 
There, they concluded that perhaps the employee should switch role and try something else and 
may have a talent in a completely different role.  

 
“It may be that you either are at the wrong place or lost your commitment and energy in 

the role you have and can work somewhere else instead. It is important feedback”(Rs C) 
 

There, we think that sometimes we lack that employees do not get the feedback continuously 
and coaching they need. To become aware that it does not work we need to improve constantly 
working on it. 

 
In the year review company A has a system where you put performance and the manager must 
then add the commitment and willingness of the assessment. There are key concepts when it is 
assumed. There you measure performance overtime. There are no segments. There are some 
problems with different perceptions of the definition of talent. Some managers describe that 
they had problem to understand it and that it, at the end of the day, did what they have always 
done the traditional way. When management teams sit down and has a talent examination it 
may be that a manager has selected half his department and someone else has selected one 
maybe two. On the department when the manager just selected two might have several of which 
are as good as the other manager's employees who are selected. There should just be a handful 
selected as talent. It is a problem that some people are seen as talent when in other eyes they 
are just doing their job. Company A doesn’t directly talk about where the individuals are in the 
talent zones. There´s information on the company’s internal website but it´s briefly described 
but the system on talent is not a secret. They are moving towards a more transparent 
communication on talent review and focus is even more on leaders then more specifically how 
to look at the future leaders’ potential. They see both pros and cons that you communicate 
openly about what the company think about the potential of the employee. The pros are that it 
can bring a lot of hope to the employee, but the cons are that if you don't communicate you can 
lose people who are really talented that did not now they were talents. They continue that it's 
not possible to talk in terms that, - I think that you have a low potential, but rather that you have 
the potential to develop to this or that direction instead. The company has the challenge to find 
the right level of transparency and communication for this. It is supposed to be no silence about 
this system but there is always a risk if you are too transparent and open to everyone about 
everything in this system.  

 
One thing we do is that we don’t go out with who is talented or not, and this means that they 
don´t know who are the talents. Which can reduce their belief in themselves and make them 
frustrated because you think you are doing a good job and should be given more. This may 
counteract the effect of a wide talent system where you want to discourage cliques of how some 
talents are and others are not. Instead it hides the talent and no one knows who is who. The 
effect is that we think you become unmotivated when you do not know if you are considered 
high or low talent. This is a system that is in the scenes that nobody knows about. It also creates 
uncertainty when recruitment is done.  
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4.1.3 Employee engagement 

Company A included all employees in the TM process. The talent work is towards filling all 
positions and therefore they invest in all employees. They work with TM in all direction not 
just upwards. They work with specialist that wants to be good in engineering, a specific area 
where the development and coaching where to do it. Because not everyone wants to be a leader. 
There is however a difference. The scoop is especially strong towards leaders. 

 
“Company A is very busy looking up talents for managers and project managers that they 

forgot to focus on the specialist in the company”(Rs D). 
 

These people they have no direct plan for how they will evolve. This creates a form of exclusion 
to that in the example of specialists felt that there were not equal rewarded as the leaders. There 
is a clear path for how managers will be developed. However, there is no clear path for other 
services, such as specialists. Company A most efforts and thoughts are that leadership roles are 
to be most focused on. They are investing a lot in this and have very developed programs for 
leaders. There is this awareness in company A if someone get the chance to go this programs 
then you know you are special if you get to go. If you get the chance to join such a program 
you know you have been chosen by company A.  One can have the talent but not the will to 
evolve into a management roll. 

 
“The Talent Review system work mostly with their leadership pool”(Rs C). 

 

4.2 Company B  
 

4.2.1 Talent management  

Company B works with a collective approach to TM. It is a mindset that all employees have 
some type of value. Company B is looking at each individual as an opportunity for 
development.  

“They work in the way that they go in with the attitude that everyone has something to 
give”(Rs A) 

That attitude will bring better result. Company B has a humanistic approach based on 
relationship-building. There is no special frame. They are using the values of the company to 
work this concept out. Every person is seen as a talent and as a contributor to the growth of 
Company B. They believe in the employees and invest in their development. They see you as a 
person who can both perform, deliver, learn and develop. They believe in your ambition to do 
your best, your curiosity and your willingness to learn and meet new situations. 

4.2.2 Organizational performance 

They work with a process called talent review also referred as "year review". This is the system 
they use to connect their talent management system to the other business parts. This year review 
they work with to map out their companies’ future demand of workers and also to get them 
connected to the overall goals of the company. This system is done every year on top level and 
done four times at local level. The system is connected to their succession planning and also to 
the companies support system for the employees. Their succession planning is the central part 
of our company. This is used to control which employee are candidates for key positions. Key 
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positions are indicated through the control the company made which group or division that are 
in need for certain type of people in the future. In this company we look at the positions that 
make a big difference. Then we make an overlook of potential employee that can fill this roll 
in the future. Working with this we are able to ensure that we are prepared for the future.  We 
measure the employee from a system. Then they meet with the managers and then they have 
developed a matrix for all employees.  
 

“The tool is that we yearly take all of our employee and put their work performance 
against the target they were supposed to meet”(Rs A). 

 
In practice the year review works so that every employee on their own will describe how he 
achieved in relation to previous goals, a personal evaluation. After leaving the manager his view 
of the individual's performance, the manager also makes an assessment of the individual based 
on the company's values, looking at what the individual has done. This opens up into a final 
grade assigned to the employee. However, before the employees get the grade and establishes 
a new individual development, results must be summed and then presented and calibrated 
upwards in the organization's ranks. This is to synchronize future action in relation to other 
needs and priorities that exist within the organization. Succession planning is then weighed in 
to find suitable replacements for vacant leadership roles, likely is that the high performing 
individuals with appropriate skills and the right conditions candidates for these positions.   

 
“Company B has an open dialogue with their employees and everyone knows what is on 

the scale and you are very careful to say to them that you cannot be lazy just because you 
have been called high potential”(Rs B). 

 
 It has and shows how to indenting a person you are as employee and very familiar with their 
goals and how they are, just positively within. It's about making sure they develop, that one 
then clarifies openly why you think the way you think. It is primarily for that person's sake. 
You also work very clear towards the employee. You show them where they are and how they 
perform. This is just positive, because it makes sure the employee can say what they feel and 
have a good dialogue. It is primarily for that person's sake. Company B thinks you should tell 
the employee because it is good for the person's self-esteem.  Everybody cannot have the same 
advancement opportunities in the meantime. This implies directors have an intense test to deal 
with representatives' desires. The chief should in this way work to be clear in its correspondence 
for the representatives and what advancement is plausible. They should endeavor to 
manufacture a solid discourse with their workers. Else, they chance of losing aptitudes if the 
organization does not experience the individual's desires, which happened a few times. An 
illustration would be a worker who is sitting tight for a head work, yet the circumstance does 
not permit the change in light of the fact that different hopefuls with higher capabilities have 
needs or as basic as the absence of opportunities.  

4.2.3 Employee engagement 

Company B has a well-developed system for both managers and specialist. They also have 
process for those who do not want to become managers even those who might want to get better 
in their role.  

 
“There is however a bigger process towards the demand and expand of management 

development”(Rs C) 
 

There are numerous approaches to develop. We offer extraordinary learning and profession 
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potential outcomes in nearby and worldwide situations. To a large portion of us, turning out to 
be more able in the present position is the primary core interest. Developing crosswise over 
capacities and procedures is once in a while like climbing, down and side-routes in a climbing 
outline and stepping to different parts of the company. For instance, from deals to logistics on 
the other hand from retail to item improvement or from key to more operational administration. 
It's about building capability by moving, starting with one capacity then onto the next, starting 
with one business handle then onto the next. By that you will increase understanding of the 
entire quality chain, how everything collaborates, from item thoughts to clients. More 
individuals moving between various parts of the business will contribute to the individual skill, 
as well as to a more incorporated. 

4.3 Summary of Empirical Findings  
The following table will present the three topics from the empirical part on how 
the companies work with talent management. The purpose of the table is to function as an 
overview of empirical findings. 
 
 Talent management Organizational 

performance 
Employee 
engagement 

Company A Collective approach, 
where everyone are 
consider a talent. 

Talent review 
system. To identify 
potential talents and 
if someone is not 
working properly.   
 

Focus are most on 
leaders and 
managers.  
 

Company B Collective approach, 
it is important for 
company B to see 
every employee as 
an potential talent.  

 

Talent review 
system. Working 
against different 
scales to find the 
right talents. 

Focus is on both 
leaders and 
specialist, but there 
is consider to be 
more going into 
leaders.  

Table 1: Summary of Empirical Findings  
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5 Analysis 

The analysis will be based on the empirical data and both cases will be analyst together and 
discussed and compared in relation to our theoretical framework.  

5.1 Talent management 
As we see both organizations are working with a collective way to deal with talent management. 
You see all workers as abilities. This is something that mirrors the Swedish society as Byrkjeflot 
(2003) says that everybody ought to be acknowledged and treated by the same score. Something 
that both my organization does. Both organizations have strategies where everybody ought to 
feel welcome something that you then have faith over the long haul gives a superior result. This 
contributes to that of Ellstrom (1992) describe that by developing all individuals and ensure 
their potential highlights the individual feels recognized and valued for their inserted this 
generates greater commitment and performance. 

 
 Talent management 
Company A Collective approach, where everyone are 

consider a talent. 

Company B Collective approach, it is important for 
company B to see every employee as an 
potential talent. 

Table 2: Summary of Empirical Findings Talent management  

Nilsson and Ellstrom (2012) contends that the collective approach is more democratic based 
approach where the thought is that everybody ought to be included. I discovered that the 
companies’ desires are to present it to all workers and that this is an exceptionally human way 
to deal with the people. A case of how the collective approach is done in a company is through 
their evaluation as a part of the yearly review likewise called talent review. It evaluates all 
employees in light of their performance from the earlier year. They do this to have the capacity 
to outline an improvement arrangement. All workers are offered an improvement to make new 
objectives for the present year likewise of the association, here is additionally the chance to 
conform the targets so they are in accordance with business advancement. This is also 
confirmed by Ellstrom (1992) who also believes that the development of skills in the existing 
workforce is a strategic investment in the employees that also supports the organizational goals.  

 
The idea of collective approach is to include workers in their own advancement and to offer the 
same conditions for each employee. The benefits of the collective approach are that you need 
to achieve all employee and get every one of them roused and focused on their employment 
(Banfield, 2008). It also supports Jonkman (2012) when he says that in soft humanist 
organization it is important that all employees feel included and valued. One could see that the 
company will profit by working with all employee and bringing aptitude step up in the 
company.  
 
The threat that can happen with this collective approach is that you might pass up a major 
opportunity for talents in the event that you don't work effectively and deliberately to 
distinguish it. However, as Adams (2007) contends that there is a more serious danger that the 
individual leaves the company if those desires are not recognized. Organizations should in this 
way strive to recognize workers' potential and to comprehend their requirements and desires 
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(Michaels 2001). Cheese (2008) brings up that the identification of talent is imperative to 
designate assets appropriately and supply the company with the right aptitudes in the perfect 
spots. Elegbe (2010) contends that talent management will speak to more talent pipeline to draw 
in aptitudes that make esteem for the organization's prosperity and that there ought to be a more 
talent arranged procedure.  
 
As I started with that they are both Swedish organizations, I can see that the association has 
attempted to adjust talent management procedures to Swedish society. It doesn't appear to be 
sent pretty much as hard as in different societies, however the procedures are completed with 
some alteration. Byrkjeflot (2003) contends that talent management has been received in the 
Scandinavian nations with a gentler touch. With the milder methodology the procedures turn 
out to be more acknowledged and representatives think general it functions admirably. 

 
 Talent management 
Company A Swedish laws and culture has a big influence 

on TM work. 

Company B Are using the values of the company to work 
TM out. 

 
Table 3: Summary of Empirical Findings Talent management 2 
 
The collective approach plans to incorporate everybody and esteeming their aptitude, while 
individualistic approach is occupied with finding and working with the best abilities. Regardless 
of which point of view you need to work with competence, it is essential that the objectives are 
in accordance with business targets. Indeed, even Wikstrom and Martin (2012) talks about the 
significance of talent management as a second business procedure.  In present time both 
companies are thinking about a stronger talent system which involves a tighter budget of talents. 
They are today restricted by culture. The approach today has its advantages in the case of that 
you feel for all employees which most are perform at a "normal" level in a company and these 
employees is usually a faithful and loyal. Davis & Cutt (2007) points out that there is a risk of 
talent identification since it can give negative signals to the other employees that their 
performance is not good enough. It can also lead to lower morale, lower commitment and 
reduced motivation. Cheese (2008) argue that they are performing "normal" really should be 
the organizations primary focus, as talent often leaves the corporation for a new challenge when 
talent is such a small percentage of the organizations human capital and therefore not strategic 
to focus solely on them. On the other hand, when you focus more on the top performers you 
minimize the chance of a top performer leaving the company, it is more expensive to lose 
workers and contract new ones then to try the efforts to keep them (Branham, 2000). The 
managers’ efforts to find an equally skilled worker is more difficult when talents leave because 
they often leave a large skills gap behind to fill (Daily News, 2008). Also the cost reduction of 
moving the resources towards those who are using it the best. Cheese (2008) who argues that 
talent management aims to attract individuals who continually perform beyond expectations, 
and therefore contributes to the organization achieve its business objectives in an effective way.  

5.2 Employee engagement  

The large portions of the respondents demonstrated that talent as possibility for senior positions. 
This might be because of the authentic truth that you need your best workers ought to be up in 
the company, which therefore implies more initiative and obligation. In any case, all the elite 
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is not as a matter of course reasonable for, or don't have managers’ positions.  
 
 

 Employee engagement 
Company A Focus are most on leaders and managers.  

 

Company B Focus is on both leaders and specialist, but 
there is more going into leaders.  

 
Table 4: Summary of Empirical Findings Employee engagement  
 
Yet, some of the respondents I addressed put weight on that talent development cannot only be 
for management development but rather additionally the vocations of specialist who don't look 
for management positions will be similarly alluring. Not just this demonstrates the significance 
of specialist inside the organization. It ought to likewise expand the capacity to pull in and hold 
talent, as positions in top management are constrained and may not be appropriate for all talents. 
By opening up towards the top specialist to get so much consideration that a business needs by 
making more noticeable profession ways for the individuals who would prefer not to end up as 
managers. Wikstrom and Martin (2012) describe that the likelihood of advancement in the 
organization is a critical element in employees’ choices to keep on working in a work 
environment. It’s important to remember that the specialist is important factor for the company 
as some respondents describe. This expands the demands on managers to support and give staff 
improvement opportunities (Wikstrom & Martin, 2012). This way of creating a difference in 
the development plans between different professional. This can create the feeling of being 
invisible this can lead to employees being unmotivated as Leijon (Daily news 2008) discuss 
about that the organization can lose the expertise that gets overlooked. The specialist can feel 
the they don't have the same value as management. Here the company can lose valuable talents. 
Junkman (2012) argue that the companies need to work with questions about how the 
organization can have a talent to feel motivated, feel appreciated while adding a great value for 
the business. When the development plans are not as developed as the managers positions the 
feeling for staying is lower as Jonkman (2012) discuss. When an organization can offer 
stimulating and broad career opportunities, people want to be associated with it. Organizations 
needs to have the capacity to offer appealing profession developments. 

5.3 Organizational performance 
Year review or talent review as they call it is a procedure that are very much arranged system 
with clear targets connected to business goals. In any case, it can be seen that it requires a great 
deal of investment from the company in the present circumstance. Year review process 
incorporates an estimation of the individual's performance, which contrasts the talents shape 
the typical performing employee (Radnor and Barnes 2007). By the performance management 
related procedure is then a rating of all workers. There is feedback that this sort of evaluating 
of workers is thought to be icy and hard, yet the truth it's normal (Jonkman 2012). What I have 
seen through the observational information, is that the reviewing of representatives can turn 
into a negative outcome and result counterproductive ramifications. Empirical information 
demonstrates that this part in the talent management process turns out to be exceptionally 
monotonous for managers and resources are put into the estimations of the company. The 
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employees either get high or low evaluations. The individuals who gets a high evaluating are 
seen as potential future leaders, or are outstandingly talented in their specialty. The lower rating 
workers are additionally offered improvement however on an alternate level than the high 
evaluations. Another basic observation I have seen is that the evaluation can be viewed as 
unjustified for a few workers. This backings Jonkman (2012) when he says that there could be 
a counter-beneficial impact of the workers. Other see the open doors and future improvement 
of themselves. 
 
 Organizational performance 
Company A The tool is that they yearly take all of our 

employee and put their work performance 
against the target they were supposed to meet. 
 

Company B Talent review is an annual process, an activity 
that is done to mainly look over leaders and 
evaluates how the leadership pool looks right 
now. 

 
Table 5: Summary of Empirical Findings organizational performance 
 
Communication plays a very big part here. My two companies have very good commutations 
with their employee. The difference is that one company doesn't discuss where they have place 
the employee on the performance scale as the other company shows the employee. Jonkman 
(2012) believes that peoples performance and values should be measured in qualitative 
discussions between manager and employee, not by analyzing data system where employees 
are ranked and assigned a value / points. A survey by Novation Group, with over 200 
participating HR people from several large companies shows that the systematic ranking results 
in lower productivity, injustice and skepticism, decreased commitment among employees, 
lower cooperation and create distrust of leadership (Beechler & Woodward 2009). This 
indicates the value of good communications and well addressed managers that can inform the 
employee in the right way. From the theory standpoint you can argue that you should not tell 
the employee what he/she is on the talent scale, because of the ranking system often has a 
negative impact on the employee. However, if you don't tell the employee will go around not 
knowing if they have potential or not. From my respondents view point there were a majority 
that wanted to have an open discussion about their grading.  

 
 Organizational performance 
Company A One thing they do is that they do not go out with 

anyone who is talented or not. 
Company B Having an open dialogue with their employees 

and everyone knows what is on the scale.  
You are very careful to say to them that you 
cannot be lazy just because you have been 
called high potential 

 
Table 6: Summary of Empirical Findings Organizational performance 2 

 
Another issue at the talent arrangement is that directors can keep the improvement of talent. 
This is a genuine issue for the inspected association. A talent can mean an awesome included 
worth for a specific division which may imply that a manager is hesitant to release the worker. 
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The work that lies ahead for the manager to discover a substitution requires some serious 
energy, however profitability is additionally lost if a talent vanishes from the division. It is 
imperative that the company impart that talent the misfortune will be more prominent if the 
talent leaves the company inside and out, than move house. Here, once more, the alignment of 
the audits is imperative. There is open door for different management to survey representative 
abilities furthermore talk about the advancement prospects might be. 
 
The things that characterizes the work with talent management in a collective culture are 
inclusion, democracy, soft culture and communication. Inclusion is that the people inside 
collective feel that they are all apart of the organization, the activity or condition of including 
or of being incorporated inside a gathering or structure. Inclusion can enhances an 
organization's ability to achieve better business results by engaging people. This is because of 
the democracy that a collective culture have. All the employees are involved. This is a very 
human approach to the employee.  Democracy is an arrangement of association that depends 
on flexibility, rather than dread and control. It's a method for planning associations to open up 
the conceivable outcomes of human potential and the association in general. This also calls for 
a soft culture that has more focus on all that just on a few so called A employees. Also a word 
that has been spoken about in research is Swedish culture which are but in the category of 
collective culture. Something that  also is very important is that the communication is played 
right and that all employees feels like the above points. Point is that you want to reach all your 
employees and motivate and get commitment. You need to be able to contribute to all your 
employee. That is why communication is so important in collective culture.  
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6: Conclusion 

This section will answer the research questions and present future research and Practice     
implications 

6.1 Findings 
The investigated companies seem to have answered my research question “Which tensions 
between organizational performance and employee engagement can arise when using talent 
management?”. Assumed on what I have witnessed in two Swedish companies, I can draw the 
conclusion that a tension between organizational performance and employee engagement can 
arise. The companies used the same approach to talent management. They used the collective 
approach. This approach I found out was more democratic and therefore did not cause any 
tension. This is because everyone is treated the same way and therefore are the employees 
desire often met by the organization. If the desire met the employee engagement go up and 
that boost performance which boost the overall organizational performance.  

Both companies are in the way using developments plans and programs to make the employee 
even better. But there are differences between different professionals inside the companies. 
Some developments plans were much more develop and much more straight forward than 
others, one that stood out was leadership and management training, both companies had very 
develop system for their professionals. Others like specialist did not have such a develop plans. 
They started to feel overlooked and that their positions weren´t as important as the others. The 
employees’ desires are not met by the employer and there is a tension. The company on the 
other hand sees leaders as one of the most important rolls to develop and therefore use more 
resources to this because they think that it will boost organizational performance. Here we have 
a tension between the desire of the employee and the desire of the organization.  

Their view on year review and communication was slightly different. Their use of talent review 
was quite the same, in this event the companies rank and measure the employees to certain 
criteria’s that the companies have set up. However, the most interesting part here was that one 
of the companies did not talk about were the employee were positioned on the scale which the 
other companies did. They had different standpoints to why they did this but from an employee 
perspective they wanted it to be spoken out. Otherwise, there is a chance of the employee 
leaving because they don’t know what the companies think about them. The communication is 
important here to get the right feed back to the employee. This reviews are very hard for the 
employee and a discussion is good to have to make both satisfied. This on the other hand is 
harder when the companies don’t speak about it loud. 

In the end, I found that the companies use talent management with the touch of Swedish culture. 
They are using a democratic and human way of treating their employees. This causes the tension 
to be low in overall because usually the desires are met on both sides. Both companies describe 
themselves as not separating or classifying their employees. But as seen in this studies there are 
signs of separation between different professionals, which indicate on a tension alert. The 
communication that difference can be a thing to look for that if you don’t have good 
communication employees might leave.  Both companies are also talking about that the talent 
management system is going to be more transparent in the future.  
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6.2 Practice implications  

Difficulties awaits for the managers to meet the new era that now are entering the work market 
with the new increase requirements. This study is highly important to evaluate, as it can give 
the company competitive advantages. Therefore, this study is of highly practical relevance, by 
use provide knowledge of the tensions problematic between organization and employee. If the 
company looks at these three topics talent management, organizational performance, employee 
engagement and value them from an organization standpoint and an employee standpoint. They 
can understand the important of the unwritten contracts between the organization and the 
employees. If you as an employer understand the values of employees in the right way and the 
concept behind employee engagement. You can in the long term use talent management to work 
with the new demand of the new generation. One example is that the focus is too much on the 
leaders and that you need to focus more over to the non-leaders’ category. If you balance this 
up, you can create a more engaged and motivated workforce.  

6.3 Future Research 
Since this area of talent management is lightly research, this study wakes the awareness of the 
need for further research. This research did only focus on two companies. More companies 
could be added to get a deeper research of this area.  Since I used three topics that are related 
to practices in talent management, other practices could be evolved to measure if there are other 
areas that can create tension. Also research if company size can make difference in tension 
problematic. To conclude, I recommend further research on companies that use more 
individually approach to talent management and see what impact that has on tension between 
organizational performance and employee engagement.  
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Appendix 1. Interview Guide  
 

Questions 
 
1: Talent management:  
 
1. Please describe what Talent Management is for you? - In what way do you use it? - When 

did you hear about TM – when did you start working with it – why? 
2. Do you see any problems with the use of TM? What? How? 
3. Could there be difficulties in identifying a talent? How? 
4. How do you know that someone is a talent? 
5. Can the concept be abused (TM)? How? 
6. How does TM different from more traditional HRM strategies? 
 
 
2: Organizational performance  
 
I. Practices linked to the company’s strategy? - Does this contribute to a competitive 

advantage? (give example) 
II. Is it important in some way to measure performance? 
III. How does your company measure performance from TM? 
 
3: Employee engagement:  
 
I. Do you spec employee into groups (A,B,C) 
II. Do you segment your employees according to any variables? (measurable or not 

measurable) 
III. Tell me about how you develop your employees? 
IV. Is there any difference in the level of development resources allocated for different 

employees 
V. How do you deal with underachievers? 
 
4: Tension 
 
I. Do you feel that there are any tension between organizational performance (financial) and 

employee engagement when it comes to talent management? 
 
 
Materials I wish to receive: 
 
Papers about how you work with this (talent management) 
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